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Ariana Grande’s Lengthy Dating History
By Sophia A.

Popular and trendy musician, Ariana Grande has
quite a long list of men she’s dated. As of right now
Ariana has publicly dated 11 men. Some of these
relationships were long, some short, others sweet,
another sour, let’s look into some of them.

The earliest one we’ll look into in this article
dates back to 2012, when Ariana and Jai Brooks
attempted a long distance relationship. Unfortunately
their relationship ended in 2014, after Brooks accused
Grande of cheating with Nathan Sykes. In a post on
social media he wrote "Nathan may be a top bloke or a
sweet person, but what he did was just completely
wrong. He interfered with my life and did not respect my
relationship; his actions caused me to not be able to
sleep at night and not see the world as a beautiful
place…” Ariana dismissed the claims saying they were
“hurtful and shocking”. However it was revealed that
Nathan and Ariana did date for four months in 2013.

Moving forward, Mac Miller and Ariana hit it
off in 2016 to 2018. This is by far one of Ariana’s most
memorable relationships for the public. They dated for
two years, although Ariana admitted he wasn’t perfect
she does say “He didn't deserve the demons he had.”
After Mac Miller’s death, Ariana went on to write the
song “thank you next” as a tribute to him. In the lyrics
she wrote “Wish I could say, ‘Thank You’ to Malcom /
‘Cause he was an angel.”

Ariana Grande with Mac Miller
Still in 2018 Grande began dating American

actor and comedian Pete Davidson. Their relationship
was short lived and they got engaged after only weeks of
dating. Ariana made a reference to their breakup in her
mean girls themed “thank you next”. Popsugar says “His
page read: "I love u always" and "Sry I dipped.”

Fast forward a few years, in 2021 Dalton Gomez
and Ariana got engaged after dating for some time in
May of 2021. Us Magazine says “It was tiny and
intimate — less than 20 people," her rep told Us. "The
room was so happy and full of love. The couple and both
families couldn't be happier.” Their happiness didn’t last
long as they got divorced in July 2023 “A source
exclusively told Us at the time that the estranged couple
had “been having some issues for months now” and
initially split in January 2023. In September 2023,
Grande officially filed for divorce.”

Ariana G. and Dalton G. before divorce
Now, what do Ariana's exes say about her?

Starting with Pete Davidson an article by nicki swift says
“Pete Davidson made his mark on Ariana Grande, so
much so the star even dedicated her 2018 song "Pete
Davidson" to the "Saturday Night Live" star. He also got
a personalized line to call his own after Ariana Grande
dropped "Thank U, Next" with the lyrics, "And for Pete,
I'm so thankful." As far as breakup ballads go, Davidson
definitely lucked out with the mention.”

As we all know Ariana’s song “Thank you next”
included many exes for all but one. Nathan Sykes, the
unincluded one says he was happy to be left out of it. In
an interview when the topic was brought up he said,
“That's good!" with a laugh, adding, “I hear it's amazing
and that's fantastic.”

While most of her exes seem to have moved on
fairly easily, Dalton Gomez had a hard time getting past
their relationship. Entertainment Tonight says “Dalton is
having a hard time after his breakup with Ariana. It has
been a difficult time for him because he wanted to make
things work." He even went as far as trying to visit her in
Europe, but was denied as Ariana had already moved on
from him.

Although these aren’t all of the men Ariana
Grande has dated, the history behind only four is
evident. From dating to engagement to divorces. Her
dating history is quite long and the history/impacts both
partners have left on each other is undeniable.
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